Installation Instructions:

A - Remove the wall flange or door frame 1 shown from the box 2.

B - Select recessed mounting location and block out and/or provide adequate wall backing or framing by others.

C - Using mounting tabs 3, position and secure the box to the stud framing or wall backing with the box opening flush with the finished wall. Plumb and level as required.

D - Make up supply and remote connections to valve 4 1/2" NPTI, test fixture for leaks and operation.

Model with temperature gauge (8210)
Model less temperature gauge (8211)

E - Install wall flange or door frame 1 to the recessed box 2 to complete the installation.

Note: The box can be mounted so the supply connection is orientated to accept the incoming supply line.

Note: Maximum recommended working water pressure is 100 psi; maximum temperature is 130°F.

Warning: Prior to making installation, supply lines must be flushed of all foreign material such as pipe dope, chips, solder, etc. Valve must be drained prior to being subjected to freezing temperatures.